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Introduction

1.1 "User guide" and "Reference manual"
This ain't the Reference manual. This is the User guide.
This User guide is for learning what AINTscience is, how it works and how to use it without
having to get all technical. The Reference manual contains all the gory details that one might
get into later, or maybe not.
This User guide ain't written for dummies, idiots or slow learners, but for the normal user who
is not an IT specialist, and who wants to get going quickly and read no more than necessary.
Therefore the chapters are arranged in order of importance, starting with the bare necessities
and going on through the main ideas to the most needed details at the end. Everything in this
User guide is useful to anyone using or planning to use AINTscience regularly.

1.2 Short description of AINTscience
What AINTscience is
AINTscience is a well defined set of concepts, rules and guidelines that are easy to learn and
understand, and a set of mnemonics (memory aids) to help you remember and use the rules.

What AINTscience is for
AINTscience is for organizing your files and file directories
(catalogs) on the company file server, on your laptop, and
any place where a personal business or small company
keeps files.

Who AINTscience is for
AINTscience is designed for small businesses. Larger
companies and organizations will usually have more
complex needs and can probably gain from specially
designed information architectures, and possibly corporate
taxonomies

Why the business world needs AINTscience
Systems of files and file directories easily become
unstructured and messy, making it hard to find files when
needed, and time-consuming to figure out where to place
new files. This is detrimental to cooperation between
employees, it is confounding, common and costly. Happily,
with AINTscience it is now cost-effectively correctable and
avoidable.

"The scream", by Edward Munch.
File system administrators should
try to avoid this feeling.

What AINTscience ain't
AINTscience ain't a system for every file on your computer. Examples of stuff that should not
be put into an AINTscience file system are: Computer programs, software source files,
databases, large amounts of data handled by software applications and anything out of the
ordinary that cannot be considered business documents, e.g your photo collection, mp3
collection etc.
AINTscience is designed for business documents, and probably ain't useful for other things.
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AINTscience ain't too simple either. It is made as simple as possible, but not simpler.

1.3 Why AINTscience is better
Search
An alternative to looking for a file on a
computer by browsing in a file system is to
do an automated search for keywords, like
everybody does on the Internet. One may
search either in the file names or in the text
of the files. This is useful for some purposes,
especially when the keywords are known, the
search is fast, and the results ain't too many.
On the Internet, however, most use of
websites is done by lookup in known websites
either directly, or through references from
known sites. The same is the case when
looking for files on local computers. Search is
very useful, but it can't beat being organized.

"AINTscience ain't no small step"
Image mainly by NASA.

In a well organized file system, browsing is usually a better choice than searching because
●
●
●

when the target location is already known, it is much quicker to click than search,
clicking through a file hierarchy delivers both structural and existence information
throughout the browsing process, and
it shows the user where to go quickly the next time around.

Search can be a useful supplement to a well organized file system, but it can't replace it.

1.4 The company information library
To build an archive of general information about various subjects, a thematic classification
system is best suited. One may look at what libraries use, such as the Dewey decimal index,
but since most companies' information library is quite specialized, it is probably better to make
one from scratch.
Don't put such information into an AINTscience file system, but keep it separate, e.g. in a
directory tree under a top-level directory such as General_themes/, or Subjects_library/,
Info_bank/.
Don't try to order such a library using AINTscience, it won't be useful.
This document ain't about how to order such files.

1.5 What a small business should expect
Having unreasonable expectations of AINTscience will inevitably lead to disappointment when it
is realized that AINTscience can't deliver the hopes and dreams. The only AINTscience
guarantee is this: There ain't no AINTscience guarantees. Read the disclaimer further below
first if guarantees are what you want.
However, here is what is required from a company to make AINTscience useful, and what the
potential rewards are.

Work needed to apply AINTscience:
●

Learning AINTscience
● An editor-in-chief must be responsible for the main structure, and must appoint
editors responsible for the main sub-directories. These must all learn and
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understand AINTscience.
Any others who are allowed to create sub-directories must also learn and
understand most of AINTscience.
● Users who will only read files from the system or who will only create files within
given directories will be able to learn AINTscience by using it. Understanding is
always useful, but AINTscience file structures are easy to understand by trial and
error.
● "If all else fails, read the (reference) manual".
Conversion
● Build or rebuild the file directory hierarchy of a small business. This can be tough
if several people have their own ideas of how it should be done. As mentioned
above, one person should be the editor-in-chief, having powers to make
decisions when people disagree.
● People responsible for different departments or functions in the company should
be delegated responsibility for "their" sub-directories.
● The editor-in-chief must analyze the existing structure, create a new top-level
structure, and delegate to the sub-editors to move files from the old structure
to the new.
Build from scratch
● Use the standard template and adapt to the company's needs as files are added
mAintenance
● Any active file system will change over time, and both the main editor and the
department or function editors must regularly monitor the system and do
weeding and moving when the structure changes away from AINTscience
principles.
●

●

●
●

All this may sound like a lot of work, but can any company really afford not to have a
systematic main file system? Is there any
simpler solution than AINTscience? Of course
not! (Then these wouldn't be rhetorical
questions, would they?) The main thing to
keep in mind when the chores above seem
costly, is that without efficient information
systems in this day and age, any company
may find it difficult to compete, and for most
businesses that is an understatement.

Probable rewards:
It is our experience and our opinion that any
small company will probably gain from
applying the ideas and concepts of
AINTscience to the file system by:
●
●
●
●
●

The power of AINTscience illustrated by NASA:
The space shuttle Atlantis taking off.

Saving time when looking for files,
saving time when figuring out where to place files,
achieving better cooperation between employees through better access to common
files,
making it easier for new employees to learn how the company is organized, and
making backups safer and more complete by having a more clearly defined document
hierarchy to back up.

However:
Below is a disclaimer that is meant to explain that there ain't no promises, just possibilities.
Whether a company will gain any reward from using AINTscience or not is impossible to say for
sure (according to the lawyers, that is).
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Disclaimer:
AINTscience ain't a product, but a set of ideas. These ideas ain't guaranteed to do anything
whatsoever. AINTscience will not necessarily help anyone gain anything by applying the
concepts and ideas as described here, and anyone choosing to use these ideas for any
purpose, do so at their own risk, and no one else can be held responsible for any
consequences of the application of any concept, idea or anything related to AINTscience, to
anything. May the Force be with you, as we say in geek-land.

1.6 About the examples
Some of the examples used to illustrate how AINTscience works are based on a partly fictional
world of nonsense, murder and mayhem in which e.g. the example company "ACME Ltd"
exists. These examples are, at least to the author, more colorful and less boring than plainer
examples from the real world. The artistic liberties of the examples may just be ignored if they
are not appreciated. The principles that the examples demonstrate are in no way less precise
or less useful in real life than if the examples had been entirely real.

1.7 Explanations of important concepts
Here are explanations of some words. These explanations define what the words mean in this
user guide.

"Class"
The word "class" (plural form "classes") means the same as the special term "meta-criterion",
and is used instead because it is less cryptic. The words "classifying" and "classification" are
used in the normal sense, as described below.

"Classification of information"
Classifying information can be done for purposes of
secrecy, but that is not the purpose here. The purpose of
classification in AINTscience is to divide and sub-divide
pieces of information into manageable groups in a manner
that is systematic and produces a structure of the
relationships between the groups that is easy to use and
understand.

"Criteria"
The problem with classifying information is that information
is made from concepts, and concepts are hard to classify.
Therefore this explanation is sort of fuzzy.
A 'criterion' is some quality, property or aspect of a file in a
file system that can be used to group it together with some
files and separate it from other files.

"Directory hierarchy"

Carl Linnaeus (Carl von Linné),
the father of modern taxonomy.

A 'directory hierarchy' is a hierarchical ordering consisting of logical containers called
directories that form a tree-structure similar to a family tree of parents and children, except
that each child normally has only a single parent, but may have any number of siblings.

"Directory path"
A 'directory path' is a sequential list of labels, separated by "/" or "\", of all the directories that
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a file or directory is placed in, starting at the top of the directory tree (hierarchy), and ending
with the smallest enclosing directory (sometimes referred to as the "current directory").

"File system" or "file structure"
A 'file system', or equally a 'file structure', is a collection of documents in electronic form,
stored on a computer-operated device. The documents are ordered in a directory hierarchy in
which each directory may contain any number of files.

"Information architecture"
The information architecture of a file system is how the information in each file is used to
decide how the collection of files is divided into groups, and how the groups relate to each
other. That is really what AINTscience is about.

"Label"
A 'label' is a name chosen for a directory or a file in a file-system. Labeling is the act of
creating labels.

"Meta-criteria"
AINTscience defines four specific main meta-criteria, see chapter 2. Meta-criteria may be
considered to be types of criteria, which means that they are types of types of properties of
files. Note that "types of types of" in the last sentence is not a typo (-graphical error).

"Taxonomy"
"The classification in a hierarchical system" - Wiktionary

1.8 The name "AINTscience"
AINTscience Introduces New Thinking, And It's No Trouble. Actually It's Next To Automatic,
Intuitively Natural To Acquire Its No-nonsense Taxonomy.
"Ain't" is a contraction of "are not" or "am not", which is and has been common in English for
centuries. "Ain't" ain't poor English, it just ain't posh English.
"AINTscience" is partly an acronym for "Arisland's INformation Taxonomy". It's just a name.

AINTscience
Is
Naturally
Terrific
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1.9 The AINTscience flag
The AINTscience flag is an identifying icon showing the four colors used for color coding the
four classes of AINTscience. The four classes form a sequence of layers in any AINTscience file
hierarchy, and when stacked in the correct sequence, the result looked so much like a flag that
only the flagpole was missing. As icons go, a flag is better than most, since it is one of the best
entrenched symbol forms in modern civilization.
The AINTscience flag is only meant to symbolize the color-coded sequence stack of
AINTscience classes, and not to have any other symbolic meaning, neither national, religious,
racial, sexual, political, environmental, galactical or anything politically correct or incorrect,
and is not intended to promote the sale of toy blocks for children, neither plastic nor wooden.
It's just an icon.

The
AINTscience
Flag
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The bare necessities

2.1 AINTscience ain't Simon
Everybody likes rules. They make us feel safe, they make life easier, and it is so much fun to
break them. The children's game "Simon says" is fun because of the psychology of rules,
commands and perception.
The first rule of AINTscience is the Ain't Simon rule,
Ain't Simon

"AINTscience says: Do everything AINTscience says."

The point of "Simon says" is to trip people up by making them react instinctively instead of
consciously applying a rule. The AINTscience system of rules has the opposite goal, namely to
avoid tripping people up by facilitating smooth transitions between conscious decisions and
instinct.
Therefore, learning AINTscience is a two step process of 1) learning the rules and 2) getting so
used to the rules that they become automatic responses a.k.a reflexes, intuition or instinct.
In short, Ain't Simon means: Follow the rules, and the less you need to think about it, the
better, because they ain't made to trip you up. Consider the following examples:

Example 1
Say you have a file named
”Guns_R_Us_license_agreement.pdf”.
Where do you place it?
Customers/Guns_R_Us/Agreement/ or
Signed_agreements/ or
Legal/Agreements/Guns_R_Us/License/ or
Legal/Agreements/License/Guns_R_Us/ ?

Example 2
Where is the latest version of the offer to Guns_R_Us?
Sales/Offers/Guns_R_Us/2008/ or
Customers/Guns_R_Us/Offers/ ?
These examples may seem trivial, but without rules and
conventions, there is no way that everybody will make the
same choices and create the same directories, or even look
in the same places.

Francis Bacon

Then some people will either waste time, or not find the files they need.
To most people, not finding a file, or not knowing where to put one is perhaps not very
dramatic, but to a business it does make a difference.
Francis Bacon said "Knowledge itself is power". Knowledge feeds off information, and file
system organization is therefore part of knowledge management.
In business in the 21st century, the power of knowledge is what it's all about.
So forget Simon, remember Francis, and let's make everyone do what AINTscience says.
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2.2 The AINTscience anti-roadkill1 sequence: The NASTy WiDoWW
To save small businesses from becoming roadkill on the information highway, there are two
AINTscience super-heroes coming to the rescue:
"Tina" and "Belle"
To the right is the nasty widow "Tina", "Latrodectus
mactans" - a venomous black widow spider with
characteristic red hourglass markings.
"Belle", who was a particularly nasty specimen of a
human widow will be introduced later.
Make them your best friends, and you won't regret it.
The whole point is their abstract qualities, though.
Their perceivable manifestations are only memory
aids when searching for and finding the holy grail of
AINTscience: The sequence.

1

Identity

Name

Who

2

Function

Action

Did

3

Form

Shape

What

4

Chronology

Time

When

The AINTscience sequence
The sequence is nirvana, salvation and fifteen minutes of fame all rolled up in an environmentfriendly, recyclable package that has caused pain to no animal, except this author. In short, the
sequence is useful.
In highway terms, the sequence is like a GPS. It tells the driver where to go at all times, and it
is easy to learn. It's just four short steps, like 1) deciding who to visit, 2) turning on the GPS,
3) following the directions and 4) arriving on time.
The sequence steps are used to determine where a file can be found, or should be placed, and
the steps are:

The AINTscience sequence steps
1

Determine the Identity or Name of Who the file belongs to

2

Determine the Function or Action that Did or does something the file is for or about

3

Determine the Shape or What Form of document it is

4

Determine the Chronology or Time When the file originated or is about

Examples of using the sequence
The following examples indicate how the sequence steps are used to build a sequence of
1

The choice of the term "roadkill" is illustrated in chapter 3.1
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directories. First, the AINTscience sequence again, this time shown from left to right instead of
top to bottom. This is because directory paths are usually shown this way, even though the
starting directory on the left is normally referred to as the top.
Identity or Name or Who

Function or Action or Did Form or Shape or What Chron. or Time or When

Assume a bar or pub gives some regularly thirsty customers credit and writes their tabs to
files. We are looking for such a customer tab from last year, or we have just created one, and
are looking for where to put it. Step 1 is to determine which identity the file belongs to.
Obviously, if there is a top level directory labeled with the
customer's name, e.g. Jack_Nielson/, that is a reasonable
place to look. It is an identity, and it fits the description.
Clicking on it, we open it and see the directories below.
The second step is what function or action is involved. Under
Jack_Nielson/ is the directory Account/ representing the
business function of keeping track of the customer's account.
This fits, so we click a second time to open up Account/.
Step 3 is form or shape and in Account/ is a directory called Tabs/, which again fits perfectly,
and clicking again,
for step 4 we find the directory Last_year/, which is where the file is if we are looking, or goes
if we are placing an old one.
The file path is: Jack_Nielson/Account/Tabs/Last_year/, or in sequence colors:
Jack_Nielson/

Account/

Tabs/

Last_year/

Here are two more, relatively self-explanatory examples:
AAA_Consulting/Office_lease/Eviction_notices/Old/
AAA_Consulting/

Office_lease/

Eviction_notices/

Old/

My_Own_Business/Things_I_Do/Monthly_Reports/2023/
My_Own_Business/

Things_I_Do/

Monthly_Reports/

2023/

Reality is usually not as simple as this, so even though AINTscience is simple enough to fit
simple examples, it is also complex enough to do much more.
The next four subsections describe each of the four classes. To understand AINTscience, these
are essential.
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2.3 Class 1: Identity

1

Identity

Name

Who

The sequence is simple, but not too simple. There are actually a
lot of details to learn in order to master use of the sequence. Not
everybody need do that, but getting to know the four classes is a
must, and the first is Identity.
Mr. Sherlock Holmes is an example
of a fictitious identity who was
very good at determining
identities. Examples are found in
the stories "A case of identity",
"The man with the twisted lip",
and "Silver Blaze".

Every person has an identity,
but that is not the only type of
identity recognized by
AINTscience. Businesses are
also identities, and departments
within a business can be
identities.
Here are examples of identities.

ACME Ltd
AINTscience's main example company is ACME Ltd. of London,
England, where it was founded in 1882. The list on the left
shows some top identities of ACME's AINTscience file system.

Ext (externals)
ACME Ltd. has many customers, both other businesses and
human individuals. Each of ACME's customers is an external
identity that ACME relates to, whether they be human or not.
The same goes for suppliers, government offices and other
identities that are not part of ACME Ltd.

ACME's departments
To employees, each department in ACME is an identity. The
various directories shown on the left are:
Acc/ - the accounts department
Corp/ - handles administration
Dev/ - short for "development"
(Ext/ - externals, see above)
HRM/ - stands for human resource management
Legal/ - legal and not
Mktg/ - marketing
Ops/ - short for "operations"
Pur/ - purchasing
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Sales/ - sales
Identity is one of the four AINTscience classes, and the Identity rule is:
Identity

"Identity is #1."

The AINTscience identity rule means that the first thing to consider about any file is this:
Who does the file belong to?
It's a simple question, and it is always possible to check quickly and accurately which identity
in the file system the file belongs to, if any.
If there is no answer, the file doesn't belong in the AINTscience file system at all.
If there is more than one answer, a decision must be made about which identity to choose,
because in an AINTscience file system, no file belongs in more than one place.
AINTscience has rules to deal with this.
I2: Politeness

"Externals rule internals."

The politeness rule is the first and main special rule concerning identities, and it means that if
a file concerns any identity external to the company, that's where it is or where it goes.
Customers are externals. Suppliers are
externals. Government offices, NGOs and any
identity outside the company is an external.
ACME itself is an internal, as well as all of
ACME's departments.
The image shows Emanuel "Mendy" Weiss (right)
and Louis Capone. Both were convicted killers
belonging to "Murder Inc", and were executed in
Sing Sing in 1944.
Customers like these sometimes dislike misplaced
files, and then the politeness rule makes sense.

Example
In 1936, ACME had a development project for
making a quick assembly machine-gun support that could be carried underneath a jacket. The
project's name was "QuickFire", and it was a joint project with the customer Murder_Inc.
If one were to look for the files concerning this project, where should one look?
1) Dev/Murder_Inc/Projects/QuickFire/ or
2) Ext/Customers/Murder_Inc/QuickFire/ ?
The answer is 2), because Ext/ is external, and Dev/ is internal. If a later project had made a
general product out of the result, and that product was owned by ACME, files for the
development project would be under e.g.
Dev/Projects/Machine_guns/QF_Delta/
where "QF_Delta" is the internal name for the later general product project.
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2.4 Class 2: Function

2

Function

Action

Did

Functions are the actions the company do, did
perform or will perform. Function is possibly the
most complex class, because it labels (names)
everything that goes on in a company for which
there are documents in the file system.
The images on the right illustrate the concept of
"function", exemplified by the two brothers Orville
(bottom) and Wilbur Wright, and a drawing from their
U.S. patent for a flying machine.
Relevant function examples are: Inventing, designing,
building, flying, patenting, in addition to the regular
business functions of the Wright Company, such as
Accounting, PR etc.

Examples
ACME Ltd's Accounts department handles
invoicing, payments and most transactions,
as well as finances, budgeting, and
accounting.
This is very simply reflected in the subdirectories of the Accounts department, as
shown on the left.
As also shown, the Marketing department has
divided its activities into the four processes of
advertising, producing brochures, public
relations work, and running the company
website.
A very clear benefit from having one subdirectory for each main function or process
within a company department is that the file
system becomes a reflection of what is going
on in the company. If something that is done
in a department doesn't fit in one of its
directories, the activity either shouldn't be in
that department, or a new directory is
needed.
Function

"Function is #2."

This means that second only to identities, where a file is placed is
determined by the function the file supports or is a result of.
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2.5 Class 3: Form

3

Form

Shape

What

Like every document belongs to an identity and
usually some function, every document also has
some form or shape, and this can be used for
classification.
Examples of form are Letter, Picture, Presentation,
Long_version, High_definition, GIF and PDF.
Classifying documents by form is very simple, once
the classifying criteria for directories are chosen.
Form is therefore useful for making it easier to place
and find documents when there are many of them
that belong to the same identity and function.
The picture shows "Man juggling four 'geniuses'", a
sculpture by Gustav Vigeland in Frognerparken (the
Frogner park) in Oslo. Vigeland also created hundreds
of other works of art permanently displayed in the park.
The art takes many forms (like files do), including
bronze sculptures, such as this one, granite sculptures,
iron gates, bronze reliefs, and the shape and structure
of the park itself. The park is open all year with free
admission. Worth a visit, if you're in Oslo.

Form

"Form is #3."

The form rule means that after identity and function, the form of a document is the next class
to consider when looking for or placing the document file.

Example
ACME's Accounts department is responsible for budgeting, and this takes the form of
spreadsheets. They are placed and found in:
Acc/Budgets/Spreadsheets/
ACME's operations department is in charge of maintenance of the company's "hardware" for
various applications. Maintenance operates according to schedules, and reports of what has
been done and the state of the items are always logged conscientiously. These documents are
found and placed in:
Ops/HW_Maintenance/Schedules/ and
Ops/HW_Maintenance/Logs/
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2.6 Class 4: Chronology

4

Chronology

Time

When

Benjamin Franklin, was a statesman and polymath ('universal
genius'), who understood the significance of time better than most
people. He said "Time is money" and everyone trying to run a
business knows that he hit the nail squarely on the head.

Time can be used for more than hammering away at whatever
work you do, though, it is also one of the most used criteria for
ordering files.
Chronology or Time as a class is simple to use. Old stuff can
be retired to directories named e.g. Old/, History/ or 2007/,
and everybody understands what it means. Month by month or
week by week also works fine.

Examples
Acc/Budgets/Spreadsheets/2007/Q3/Aug/

Benjamin Franklin

Mktg/Brochures/Current/
Ops/HW_Maintenance/Logs/2006/Week38/
All files have timestamps, and these are useful for automatic sorting and searching as well as
for manual decisions of where to place them or where to look.
Concepts related to time are sequence and order. Many sequences that have bearing on file
contents can be mapped on time somehow. Examples are versions of a product that gradually
is improved or just updated to fit the requirements of changing time, and activities that have
to precede or succeed other activities because of dependencies of results

Example
Dev/Sharp_n_Blunt/AccuAxe/SlimJoe/V2000/
As an ordering criterion, time a.k.a. chronology is at the bottom of AINTscience's sequence:
Chronology

"Chronology is #4."

The most important reasons for having time a.k.a. chronology last are that
1. it is so simple that it can to some extent be automated, and therefore doesn't need to
take up a more important place, and
2. it is content neutral, and should not break the flow of content thinking.
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2.7 The class rule
The class rule says that the classes rule AINTscience, and the
rule is as simple as one, two, three and four. The class rule is
the main structural rule of AINTscience. It determines how
files are organized in an AINTscience file system more than
any of the other rules, and can be thought of as the skeleton
of the AINTscience vertebrate, the backbone or the spine of
the skeleton.
Class

"#1 is not below #2 is not below #3 is not below
#4, and never forget it."

The point of the class rule is that it restricts any AINTscience
directory hierarchy to having a certain structure, and in that
structure, no Identity is ever placed below any other class of
directory, no Function is ever placed below Form or
Chronology, and no Form is ever placed below Chronology.

Karl Marx

The class rule does not imply that any of the classes #2, #3
or #4 has to exist, only that sequence numbers always
increase when going from the top of the hierarchy.
Image: Karl Marx was not a fan of class rule, but AINTscience's concept of governing by four working
classes might have appealed to him.

2.8 The 7 most basic rules of AINTscience:
Summing up, the 7 most basic rules of AINTscience have been described above, and are:
AINTscience's 7 most basic rules

Ain't Simon

"AINTscience says: Do everything AINTscience says."

Identity

"Identity is #1."

Function

"Function is #2."

Form

"Form is #3."

Chronology

"Chronology is #4."

Class

"#1 is not below #2 is not below #3 is not below #4, and never forget it."

I2: Politeness

"Externals rule internals."
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2.9 The NASTy WiDoWW again
That's it for the bare necessities of using an
AINTscience file system. Now you know that the
NASTy WiDoWW is for Name - Action - Shape - Time,
and Who - Did - What - When. All you need to do is
use it as a guide to place and find files. If your name
is Luke, you should tell yourself "Use the sequence,
Luke, use the sequence!". Since your name probably
isn't Luke, you may instead ask yourself the following
questions when looking for where a file is or should
be placed:
1

Who does the file belongs to?

2

Which Function or Action Did or does that which the file is for or about?

3

What Shape or Form of document is it?

4

When did the file originate or what Time is it about?

Also use the Politeness rule when you seem to have a choice between an external and an
internal identity: choose the external.
That sequence again:

1

Identity

Name

Who

2

Function

Action

Did

3

Form

Shape

What

4

Chronology

Time

When

2.10 The rest of the story
If you have read this far, you can now say that you ain't AINTscience ignorant. However, as
indicated by the title of this chapter ("The bare necessities"), we have bared, uncovered and
barely covered the necessities of placing files in the right places in an AINTscience filesystem.
The rest of this document is for those who prefer to have a reasonable understanding of what
they are doing even if they are not techno-geeks. In terms of a car-driving metaphor, we have
covered opening the door, the ignition key, the steering wheel and the accelerator pedal.
Upcoming is less important stuff like lights, brakes, mirrors, seat-belts, filling gas, oil, service
and other hassles. Sooner or later you will need some of these, so keep reading. Don't worry
about running into geek-stuff, that is not here, but in the reference manual.
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The main ideas

This chapter starts over again from the beginning with a more thorough explanation of
AINTscience.

3.1 Doing things the
same way
Try to imagine the feeling of
driving a passenger car and
seeing this Volvo truck coming
straight at you on your side of
the road.
Volvos are built in Sweden,
and until September 3rd,
1967, Swedes drove on the
left side of the road.
Norwegians considered the
switch a good thing, because
Norway shares a 1619 km
long border with Sweden.
Unless a 20 ton truck is
driving on the left, we all2 stay
on the right side, because we
believe in doing things the same way.
For using file systems, it also makes sense to have conventions and rules, and that is the
reason for AINTscience's existence. Driving on the right is something drivers are so used to
that it is automatic. "Driving" in an AINTscience file system is also based on automatic,
intuitive choices, and this greatly improves efficiency.

Example 1
Say you have a file named ”LightTanksCo_license_agreement.pdf”.
Where do you place it?
Customers/LightTanksCo/Agreement/ ?
Signed_agreements/ ?
Legal/Agreements/LightTanksCo/License/ ?
Legal/Agreements/License/LightTanksCo/ ?

Example 2
Where is the latest version of the offer to LightTanksCo?
Sales/Offers/LightTanksCo/2008/ ?
Customers/LightTanksCo/Offers/ ?
These examples may seem trivial, but without rules and
conventions, there is no way that everybody will make the same
choices.
2

Disk drive safely
with AINTscience

A total of 28% of the world's roads have left side traffic, and on these roads it is presumably automatic for most
drivers to drive on the left, so the principle is the same.
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3.2 Riddle: What is a write only3 file
system?
Answer: Expensive
Why is it a problem that people can’t find files?
●
●
●
●
●
●

They waste time searching
They don’t find the information they need
They don’t get their job done
They make their own documents instead
They get frustrated and some complain
However, most people are too polite to
complain loudly, so they just stay frustrated

3.3 Information architecture
Information architecture is the structuring of
information. Usually, architects plan things, so
information architecture is about planning how to
structure information. That ain't always simple,
which is why large corporations hire professional
information architects. That ain't cheap.
Building architecture is partly about looks, but that
is only on the outside, so to speak.
On the John Hancock building in Chicago, much of its structural frame is visible because it is
placed on the outside. This frame is part of the functionality of the architecture, which is more
important than its look. Placing the frame on the outside makes the building stronger, needing
less steel than an ordinary building. It also allows more freedom to use the inside space with
less supporting structure in the way.
The structural frame of information must be based on the functionality of
the content, and not looks. Poets, newspaper journalists, and politicians
may go for information looks, but effective businesswomen and men
primarily go for content.
The concept of information architecture is illustrated by these figures.
Colored items of various shapes representing pieces of
information, such as files are shown unstructured (on
the left), and structured (top right).
The difference is organizing the items
according to the properties color and
area. The choice of properties plus the
structure applied is the information
architecture.
Choosing other properties, such as
shape or height, and other structural
configurations of the resulting groups produce other
information architectures, as indicated by these two
figures (right).

3

"Read only" is a computer hardware term for memory chips that can programmed once and only read from after
that. "Write only" is a computing term euphemism for something useless.
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Investing in information architecture
Clearly, information architecture is important today to any business dependent on its
information, and who isn't? So getting some help from a professional information architect may
be a good investment.
An information architect can
●
●
●
●

study the company's existing file structure,
chart the company's needs for structured information, and
compare the two and analyze the results.
Finally, an information architecture can be tailor made for the company, and a new and
improved file system structure can be created on its basis.

After a new file system is introduced, the users of the system will need to learn how the
system is organized, and it does take some time until the potential for improved efficiency is
fully exploited. The length of the period of learning will depend on the changes made, and
therefore, the new system should either differ from the old system no more than is useful, or
make a clean break to something easier to use, if too little of the old system is useful.

Information architecture ain't enough
Having invested in a professional information architecture,
the new system should be adequate for the company's needs
for some time. However, over time, change happens.
The very nature of business is change, so after some time,
even a well tailored information architecture will start to
degrade as new directories are added.
The simplest solution is to get the information architect back,
regularly, to adapt the system to the changes in the files
brought on by the changes in the company's business.
Often, the simplest solution is the best, but having someone
change the structure of the file system every now and then is
not a great solution.
Changes to a structure means that the users have to learn
and adapt. To many this may feel like when someone has
been rearranging your personal stuff, and you can't find
things because they ain't where they used to be.
Now, we are getting to the real solution, the holy grail4 of
information architecture for file systems: AINTscience.
AINTscience solves the problem of changing architecture,
because AINTscience ain't no architecture, but a metaarchitecture.

Frank Lloyd Wright, famous
American architect

AINTscience is used to make architectures, which means that any AINTscience architecture can
be added to without anyone having to learn new rules.
AINTscience rules don't change, and they are simple to learn. When information architecture
ain't enough, AINTscience may well be what you need.
"Architects may come and architects may go and never change your point of view" is a quote from the
song "So Long, Frank Lloyd Wright" on the album "Bridge over troubled water" by Simon and Garfunkel.
This may also be the case for information architects.

4 A slight exaggeration, maybe, but I have yet to inherit from being meek or humble. (Author's note)
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3.4 The copy right rule
Copy right

"Never place a copy in AINTscience, and
copy only from AINTscience."

It is easy to copy electronic documents, and a copy is
indistinguishable from an original. That is both useful and
problematic.
The usefulness is obvious, the problems only surface after a
while, when the copies have been edited and updated and
have multiplied and nobody knows any more where the
original really is.
The copy right rule means that somebody has to keep track of the original, and there should
only be one original. Then when somebody needs a copy, the owner's original should be the
source, not some copy somewhere that somebody copied from somewhere else at some point
in time.
Copies of dubious parentage and possibly illegitimate birth cannot be tolerated under
AINTscience's classy rule. They may undermine morale and lead to degeneration of the holy
scriptures of company information.
Beware of false information and copy right!
The international copyright symbol shown above is only meant as a visual reminder of the principle
"copy right". Copyright is not relevant to "copy right" in AINTscience, so the symbol is just stolen.

3.5 Simplicity: The Golden Rule
Simplicity

"Things should be made as simple as
possible, but not simpler." - Albert Einstein

Perfectly simple
Simplicity rules, and "perfectly simple" is the ultimate goal
of an AINTscience file system.
To reach the goal, "less is more", and "minimalism" are
good guidelines.
Einstein's words are also good examples: perfectly simple
and bordering on the too simple.
The only aspect that is not simple about The Golden Rule is
not breaking it. Perfect simplicity is sometimes extremely
difficult to achieve. That is why AINTscience is designed so
most people using AINTscience file systems don't have to remember the Golden Rule.
Only the AINTscience administrators need the Golden Rule, but they need to keep it in mind
every time they add to or change their AINTscience file system.
Fortunately, AINTscience is spelled out step by step, rule by rule, and every step and every
rule is as simple as possible, but not simpler. That is still far from simple, but it's the simplest
way to strive for perfect simplicity.
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3.6 Sub-levels
Sub-levels are levels within levels, meaning that within each
class there may be more than one level of directories.
"Divide et impera" is Latin, meaning roughly "divide and
rule", and that is the main purpose of any hierarchy, or in
other words: split and control.
Sub-level

"Divide and rule."

The sub-level rule exists to make it clear that dividing
classes into two or more internal levels is not a problem, and
is actually a good idea.
Sub-levels can be enumerated to indicate their places in the
sequence, as shown in the example below. Sub-levels within
a class all share the same class number. Note, however, that
the sub-level numbering shown has no significance other
than to indicate places in the sequence. The numbering is
not used in an AINTscience system for any purpose.
The Julius Caesar image is shown because "divide et impera" has been attributed to the Roman empire.
Correctly attributed or not, it remains a powerful principle for controlling complexity, and dividing levels
into sub-levels is an application of this principle.

Example
Consider the following directory path in the file system of the company "ABC" (American Bar
Corporation Inc). Ext/ is short for "External" or "Externals", and Jack_n_Jills/ is a customer of
ABC.
Ext/Jack_n_Jills/Barstools/Repair/Orders/Finished/
Here Ext/ and Jack_n_Jills/ are both sub-levels of the identity class, and Barstools/ and Repair/
are sub-levels of the function class.
1.0 - Id

1.1 - Id

2.0 - Fu

2.1 - Fu

3 - Fo

4 - Chr.

Group

Company

Service

Service part

Content

Status

Ext/

Jack_n_Jills/

Barstools/

Repair/

Orders/

Finished/

3.7 Grouping
As shown in the last example, there are two identity levels, Ext/ and Jack_n_Jills/. However,
only Jack_n_Jills/ is a real identity. Ext/ belongs in the Identity class, but it is a group of
identities, not a single identity.
There are also two function levels in this example, and these are both real functions.
Barstools/ could be short for "Barstool maintenance", or anything ABC does for Jack_n_Jills
related to barstools, and Repair/ is a part of the Barstools/ function.
Grouping is a common method to use for forming sub-levels, and the grouping rule gives some
general guidelines for how grouping should be used to form sub-levels. These guidelines are
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fairly standard in general classification systems.
Grouping

"General is above special, whole is above part, and main is above branch."

Example
Ext/Customers/Murder_Inc/Dev/QuickFire/Reports/1935/April/
1 - Id

1.1 - Id

1.2 - Id

2 - Fu

2.1 - Fu

3 - Fo

4 - Chr.

4.1 - Chr.

Group

Sub-group

Organization

General

Project

Content

Year

Month

Ext/

Customers/

Murder_inc/

Dev/

QuickFire/

Reports/

1935/

April/

In this example, which belongs to the file system of ACME Ltd, all of Ext/, Customers/ and
Murder_inc/ are identities. Murder_inc/ is the only "real" identity, but the other two are also
identities by virtue of being groups of identities. Since Ext/, meaning all externals, is more
general than Customers/, Ext/ is above Customers/ in the directory tree sequence.
In the function class, Dev/, meaning development, is more general than the specific project
QuickFire/. Note that giving a project a name does not make it an identity.
In the Chronology class, 1935/ is a whole year, and April/ is a part.

Grouping types
There are many ways to do grouping, and some of the methods are fairly general, such as
alphabetical, relationship, and organization form.
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3.8 More on class 1: Identity

1

Identity

Name

Who

Descartes
"Cogito, ergo sum", wrote Descartes (I think, therefore I am.)
Even such basics as thinking and existence start with an
individual. Whether the individual is Descartes, you or me, we
have this one thing in common: existence, and with human
existence comes identity.
All people are individuals with distinct identities, subject to
local laws.
Businesses are under the laws of most countries also
considered legal persons, also called juridical person, and are
therefore identities, even if they are not linked to a human
identity.
Considering the basic nature of identity, it may not be
surprising that the first AINTscience file system class is
"Identity" a.k.a. "Name" or "Who".

René Descartes

The AINTscience identity rule
Identity

"Identity is #1."

This means that the first thing to consider about any file is this: Who does it belong to? It's a
simple question, and it is always possible to check which identity in the file system the file
belongs to.
If there is no answer, the file doesn't belong in the AINTscience file system at all.
If there is more than one answer, rules are needed to decide which identity to choose. In an
AINTscience file system, no file belongs in more than one place.
Identities come in many shapes and sizes, but they are split into two groups, internal and
external.

Internal identities
The company that owns the file system is normally the main internal identity. If the company
is small, e.g. a single person's business, this single identity may be the only internal.
If the company is larger, there may be different departments that each have a field of
responsibility and has been delegated power to act on the company's behalf within their
respective fields. If so, each department operates as an organization or entity that identities
can relate to, and should therefore itself be considered an identity.
If everything the company does is delegated to the various departments, the company identity
becomes just a grouping of the department identities.
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Examples of internal identities
ACME Ltd
AINTscience's main example company is ACME Ltd. of London,
England, where it was founded in 1882. Contrary to popular
belief, ACME does not stand for "A Company that Makes
Everything", but rather "Anderson and Carlyle Murder
Equipment". (The last part used to be "Mortality Expedition", but
was changed in 1961 because "Expedition" had ceased to be
commonly used about expediting matters.)
ACME Ltd is big on small firearms and shotguns, the chemicals
business is thriving, and there is some trade in sharp and blunt,
mainly axes, knives, heavier than usual frying pans, and
American aluminum baseball bats. ACME has its own line of
sharps, and lately, ACME has started building a line of biological
products. ACME has also been planning to get into the WMDbusiness (weapons of mass destr.), but has not yet attracted the
necessary venture capital.
ACME started out as a service provider, and still has a special
services department (Ops/Services/). The legal department owes
much of its business to the Services department.
ACME's slogan is "Prepare for the unexpected."

ACME's departments
Having roughly 110 employees, ACME has a sales department, a
marketing department, a development department, and several
others. To employees looking for files, each department in ACME
is an identity. People outside ACME may not see it that way, but
their opinions are irrelevant. ACME's file system is for internal use
only, and closely guarded.
Acc/ - The accounts department handles invoicing, payments and
most transactions, as well as finances, budgeting, and
accounting.
Corp/ - Corp handles administration of the company's
organization, including strategic planning and general management.
Dev/ - Dev is short for "development", and is in charge of ACME's own line of products, both
development and product line management.
HRM/ - The human resource management department is responsible for the hiring and firing
of employees, and their motivation and well-being in between these events.
Legal/ - Legal handles all things related to law, including trying to keep ACME and employees
out of the courts of law and correctional institutions.
Mktg/ - Marketing does advertising, brochures, PR and the company website
Ops/ - Operations handles all logistics of receiving, storing and shipping products, as well as
the actual production of the company's own line of products, including delivery of services.
Pur/ - Purchasing handles all important buying of supplies for production, as well as subcontracting for Services
Sales/ - Sales acquires contracts for services and also sells the more concrete products
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External identities
Any identity that is not a part of the company in question is an external. These include
customers, partners, suppliers, government organizations, non-government organizations and
basically anyone. Not every possible organization belong in an AINTscience file system though,
only those identities that the company deals with and therefore has files related to.
Typically, all groups of external identities are placed under the top directory Ext/, to separate
them from the internal identities.

Examples of external identities.
Customers
ACME Ltd. has many customers, both other businesses and human individuals. Each of ACME's
customers is an identity that ACME relates to, whether they be human or not.
Most of ACME's current customers are of course confidential, but here are some typical
examples of people and organizations that could be customers. (As an aside, note that ACME's
files are never retired. In ACME's line of business, reports of death are sometimes unreliable.)
Belle Gunness, Indiana, USA
Some identities hold more dramatic interest than others. For example, consider Belle Gunness.

Born Brynhild Paulsdatter Størseth, November 22, 1859 in
Selbu, Norway
Moved to the USA
Believed to have murdered more than 20 people, including her
own three children
Was never found or heard from after a fire that burned down
her house and killed her three children in Indiana in 1908
The remains of more than 14 men were found in the ruins
Belle Gunness was a serial murderer even before that sort of
thing became popular, and is known to have married several
men before murdering them. She is one of AINTscience's
NASTy WiDoWWs, and doubles here as an example of an
identity.

Belle Gunness

Other identities used in the examples are
Dr. H. H. Crippen, London, England (hanged 1910)
Murder Inc, USA (disbanded by the FBI)
Mr G. Roylott, England (killed by snake bite)
Mr B. Siegel, Nevada, USA (acute .30 lead poisoning)

Gov(ernment)
HM Revenue and Customs, England (the tax man)
Scotland Yard - London, England

Other
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CIA - http://www.cia.gov/ - "The company", considered a competitor.
Sherlock Holmes, London, England (consultant)
MI6 - http://www.sis.gov.uk/ - SIS, as they now prefer, ACME's local licensee.

Suppliers
BASF, Bayer, GlaxoSmithKline - (chemicals, drugs)
Estwing, Stanley - (useful hand tool hardware, e.g. hammers and axes)
Hillerich Bradsby - (quality baseball bats)
Glock, Ruger, SigSauer, Webley - (other useful hand tool hardware)

More about the AINTscience politeness rule
I2: Politeness

"Externals rule internals."

The politeness rule determines where files relating to customers and other externals go, and
what goes where in the directories of the internal departments. The rule is very simple, and
effectively prohibits each and every department from holding on to files that concern
customers. This is good business sense because:
●

It is customer oriented, and not internally oriented. Everything the company does is
ultimately related to customers, and if not, the company shouldn't be doing it. Keeping
the files 'close to the customer' promotes customer oriented thinking.

●

It collects everything related to a customer in one place, where every department can
find it. This is useful for

●

●

internal communication about what goes on, and for

●

ensuring that information about a customer is available when somebody new to
the customer's case is assigned, or when the customer calls, etc.

It separates generic and internal material from everything related to particular
customers and this makes it easier to find the internal material also.

Q&A about politeness rule
Q: Does this mean that departments cannot have files on customer projects in their own
directories, such as Dev/Project_X/ ?
A: Yes, they can't.
Q: Does this mean that the directories of all the company's departments only contain internal
files not directly related to any customer?
A: Yes, it does.
Q: Does it mean that the different departments, like e.g. Development has to put files related
to suppliers of services, hardware and paper clips under Ext/ ?
A: Yes.
Q: Does it mean that no file related to an external goes in any department's own directory?
A: Yes.
Q: What about employees, where do they go?
A: They ain't internals. Read about them in chapter 5.5.
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3.9 More on class 2: Function

2

Function

Action

Did

Second only to identity, function is the AINTscience way to place
and look for files. All files are related to some function in the
company, and function is a big concept.
Examples of function in a small business context are:
●

Accounts, e.g. Payroll, Finance, Investor relations,
Accounting, Chapter 7, 11 or 13?

●

Sales, e.g. Planning, Pricing, Analysis, Training

●

HRM, e.g. Recruiting, Social_activities, Skills_mapping

●

IPR, e.g. Trademarks, Patents, Domain_names, Knowhow_management, Spying

●

Marketing, e.g. Advertising, PR, Partnering, Stunts

The questions to ask are "What happened to create this file?", or
"What is the content of this file created to do (or did)?".
As the green table shows, "Function", "Action" and "Did" all
describe this class, but "job", "task", "project", "process", and
many other similar words are also descriptive.

Theme, subject or topic versus function or action

Thomas Alva Edison:
"I have not failed. I've just
found 10,000 ways that
won't work."

Function may be said to be theme, topic or subject
based, but the subjects themselves are not the issues
of interest.
It is the work going on in the company that is the focus
of the AINTscience function class. This work constitutes
applications of knowledge from many different subjects
or topics to the business of the company, but it is the
actions rather than the subjects that count in business.
It is important to know what to do and how to do it,
but the proof of the pudding is in the eating.
Consider Thomas Alva Edison, one of the western
world's most famous inventors. He was a businessman
more than he was a scientist. The difference is that the
scientist is interested in learning for the purpose of
gathering knowledge, while the inventor's interest is in
finding ways to do things for the purpose of actually
doing them. That is also the businessman's interest in
any subject, what it can be used for.
Therefore, while knowledge is important to any
businessman, what it is used for, how it is used and the
many details and varieties of company actions are the
foci of AINTscience's class "Function".
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Examples
The Wizard of Menlo Park (Edison), made a business out of inventing. A main function of his
business would therefore naturally be Inventing/.
He also applied for a lot of patents, which could be considered a sub-function of Inventing, but
if he had a specialized IPR-department (Intellectual Property Rights), patenting would be
"owned" by that department, e.g. IPR/Patenting/
The various development projects would be sub-directories of Inventing.
Edison also manufactured many of his inventions, and files regarding production should go in
directories under e.g. Production/.
Edison/

Inventing/

Production/

Electric_lamp/

<Form>

<Chron>

Phonograph/

<Form>

<Chron>

Electric_lamp/

<Form>

<Chron>

Phonograph/

<Form>

<Chron>

More examples
ACME has many function directories. Below is shown the many functions of the Accounts
department, labeled Acc/. These are Acc/Accounting/..., Acc/Books/... and more. They may all
have sub-functions (not shown).
Acc/

Accounting/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Books/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Budgets/

Spreadsheets/, ...

Year

Quarter

Month

Finance/

<Form>

Year

Quarter

Month

Invoicing/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Payment/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Salaries/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Other examples are in the Developments department Dev. ACME develops some products of its
own, and they are in the Sharp_n_Blunt/ category. One product is called AccuAxe/, and it
comes in two variations, SlimJoe/ and WhackMaster/. Note that the directory Sharp_n_Blunt/
would probably be superfluous if AccuAxe/ was the only subdirectory, so it may be assumed
that there are other subdirectories (not shown) or files.
Dev/

Sharp_n_Blunt/ AccuAxe/

SlimJoe/

Specs/

V1/
V2000/

Reports/

V1/
V2000/

WhackMaster/

Specs/
Reports/

New_Ideas/

<Plans>

Current, History, Future

Further function directories are found in the operations department Ops/. Transportation/ and
HW_Maintenance/ are functions under Ops/, but Production/ and Services/ are sub-identities
instead of functions because they are sub-departments having a department head and other
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dedicated employees handling the sub-department's various functions.
Ops/

Transportation/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

Month

HW_Maintenance/

Schedules/, Logs/, ...

Year

Month

Production/

SlimJoe/

Schedules/, Logs/, ...

Year

Week

WhackMaster/

Schedules/, Logs/, ...

Year

Week

NoTraceVanish/

Orders,/ Reports/, ...

Year

Gangland/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

NaturalCauses/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

Other/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

Services/

In Production/, the products SlimJoe/ and WhackMaster/ have function directories. Note that
there is no AccuAxe/ directory here, because Production/ only has files that are either
concerned with the production of SlimJoe/, or WhackMaster/, and not both combined.
Likewise, Production/ has no need for a Sharp_n_Blunt/ directory, because other sharps or
blunts that Development/ have worked on have never gone to production.
Under Services/, we see the three different main types of contracts ACME performs, as well as
an Other/ for some more exotic or specially tailored contracts.

The one-woman-show
In very small companies there are few or no departments. For example in a one woman or one
man operation, that single individual does everything, and the department concept has no
relevance. However, most of the general functions of e.g. the ACME Accounts department must
also be performed in the one woman show. Then an Accounts/ directory may still exist, only
this time it is a function, and not a department. The subdirectories of the Accounts directory
may be the same in both cases, or not.
Since Accounts/ can be an identity in ACME and a function in a smaller company, there may
seem to be no clear demarcation line between identities and functions, but this is less of a
problem than it may seem.
Firstly, the definition of an identity allows defining any function as an identity if the function is
performed and represented by a live entity that one can relate to by communicating with it and
get answers. However, in a one woman show, establishing internal communication routines is
likely to be a waste of time.
Secondly, if it is not clear whether a directory represents an identity or a function, it probably
doesn't matter one way or the other. All identities perform functions, and if an identity is
indistinguishable from a function it performs, it has no bearing on an AINTscience file system
which way of looking at it is preferred over the
other.

One-spider-show example
Consider "Tina" as an extremely simplified
example of file system architecture needs. She
is a one spider operation, and has no lasting
relationships. The only identity is Tina herself.
With only a single identity, there is no need for
any identity directory, but the directory Tina/
is implied. Tina has several nets in strategic
locations, and she alternates between these
operations.
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As the table below shows, there are two main functions, Harvesting/ and Construction/, and
under Harvesting/ there are three nets in operation. Under Construction/, there is only a single
sub-function NetArchitecture/, which houses all files on the details of Tina's architectural
achievements. Some non-architecture files, such as spinning quality control and project
management, are present (but not shown here) directly under Construction/. NetArchitecture/
serves to separate the architecture files from these non-architecture files.
Harvesting/

LivingRoomWindow/

Reports/

August/
September/

Forecasts/

August/
September/

Construction/

BasementStairs/

...

...

LawnMower/

...

...

NetArchitecture/

Images/

In a case as simple as Tina, AINTscience may be overkill, but if Tina was a well organized
spider with an unusual proficiency in applying information technology, this is how she should
do it.

Theme-likes
Themes, subjects and topics have an annoyingly persistent tendency to pop up everywhere,
and must be dealt with consistently. As described above, it is the actions that constitute
business, not the themes, but sometimes it may be hard to see the difference. To clarify this,
the theme rule exists:
FU2: Theme

"Theme-likes are functions, or they ain't AINTscience's business."

Note that the wording quite strongly states that if some criterion of classification has striking
similarities to a theme, subject or topic, it must represent a function performed by the
company. If it does not, it cannot be made part of an AINTscience filesystem.
If a file contains information that is interesting to some department of the company, but does
not describe anything the company does, it should go in the company library. Such a library is
not a part of AINTscience. (Note that "anything the company does" may include stuff
customers do that has bearing on the company business)
Having a general or specialized library may be very useful to a business, but the library files
should not be confused with business files.
A simple solution is to create a top level directory alongside AINTscience, named e.g. Themes/,
General_themes/, Gen_subjects/, Topics/, Library/, Infobank/ or something along these lines.
Within such a Themes/ library, a subject/topic oriented classification scheme should be applied,
not AINTscience.
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3.10 More on class 3: Form

3

Form

Shape

What

"Form", "Shape" or "What" is a very concrete concept. It
differs from the two higher classes "Identity" and "Function"
in that it is more or less content neutral.
Form is not about the content of the files, but only about how
the content is structured inside the files. There are three
types of Form defined by AINTscience:
●
●
●

abstract form,
adjective form, and
format.

They are best explained by examples.

Examples of abstract Form
Agreement
An agreement contains descriptions of items that someone
has decided to agree on. It normally identifies all parties, is
signed by all, and dated. Whether written on a napkin or a
scroll or whatever the electronic equivalents are, neither the
items agreed on, who the parties are, the date or the "form"
can change the "agreement" property of an agreement.

Leonardo da Vinci,
self-portrait

Another inventor, Leonardo da Vinci, was also an architect and a scientist, but he is best known for his
mastery of form. The two examples shown are a self-portrait, and the drawing called "Vitruvian man",
named after the Roman architect Vitruvius.

Picture
A picture is a document with two-dimensional
visual content. It's complexity, style, coloring,
motif, owner, purpose and a number of other
factors are irrelevant to a picture being a
picture.

Other abstract form examples:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Brochure,
Letter,
Meeting agenda,
Meeting minutes,
Memo,
Note,
Plan,
Presentation,
Report,
Spreadsheet,
Template,
White paper
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All of the above are abstract form criteria, and there are many more. Being abstract, these
criteria do not dictate any specific coding, size or other physically related properties. They do
imply something about how they originated and what types of functions they can be used for,
but without any reference to the goals or subject matter of the functions.
Note that e.g. the abstract form "Meeting agenda" fairly explicitly implies the business practise
of having meetings. It does not indicate the purpose of the meetings, however.
Board_meeting_agenda" would be both function and form combined, and would be better split
into the two levels Board/ and Meeting_agendas/. This indicates that function and form are
related, which is probably not a great surprise. The sequence also dictates that in an
AINTscience file system, "form follows function" (as the architects say), and never the other
way around.
Another type of form criteria are those that deal with e.g. the quantity, quality or complexity of
the file form. These are called "Adjective Form", and like adjectives in general, they can in
most cases be mapped on a one-dimensional scale.

Examples of Adjective Form
Quantity
Any type of size can be used, such as file length, or how many Forms of a single type, multiple
types etc there are in a file. Example labels are Single/, Double/, Multiple/, Short/, Long/, 14/, 5-8/, Small/, Medium/, Large/.

Quality
There can be many types of quality, and image files are good examples since they can have
varying resolution, compression level, sharpness, etc, all of which are independent of both the
actual image content and any quantities involved.

Examples of Format Form
There are hundreds of file formats, such as .html, .pdf, .doc, .jpg etc.
These are generally used to represent different abstract form types of documents, and
therefore reflect the structure of these abstract forms in a concrete, logical manner.
Format Form can be recognized and sorted automatically, e.g. like it can be done in Windows
Explorer.

The second rule of Form
The three different types of form are typically used to create two or three form sub-levels.
Examples are:
.../Pictures/Hi_res/jpegs/
.../Reports/.pdf/
The sequence of the sub-levels is given by the second form rule:
FO2: Format

"Abstract form is above adjective form is above format."

Like the other three classes of structuring criteria, "Form" alone could be used to classify all
files in a filesystem into a fairly large collection of directories. It wouldn't be very useful
though, to have one directory for all images, one for all meeting minutes, one for all
brochures, etc.
As an example, for a company with a lot of letter-based correspondence with customers, it
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would be especially problematic having a single directory containing all letters made with one
specific word-processor, such as e.g. .odt, .doc or .docx.
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3.11 More on class 4: Chronology

4

Chronology

Time

When

Timestamps
Time can be a simple classification criterion. All files have creation time-stamps, and since time
is a linear sequence (excepting some of Einstein's not-so-simple ideas), chronological ordering
is very easy to understand.
Time is the simplest of the four classes in that it can be used to classify files automatically
through the simple mathematical function of comparing numbers representing time, such as
the number 200811122105, which could mean November 12,
2008 at five minutes past 9PM.

Year

Day

Minute

Year

Day

Minute

200811122105 < 200812112206
Month

Hour

Month

Hour

As the figure above indicates, 200811122105 is smaller than
200812112206, meaning that it is earlier. In this
representation, words like the names of months and AM/PM
are replaced with values of numbers placed left to right in
order of significance, and the result is very easy to handle by
or on a computer.
On the other hand, the simplicity of time also means that a
time-stamp doesn't hold much information about the content
of a file. There may also be more than one time-stamp,
typically one for creation, and another for last update.

Herbert George Wells

If a choice between different time stamps must be made, whether one believes in creation or
not, when ordering files by chronology, creation date is recommended in AINTscience
filesystems.
Herbert George Wells' book "The Time Machine" was first published in 1895. It was the first of its kind,
and the idea of time travel has been the subject of many later novels and movies. Some of the author's
favorite examples are "Back to the future", "Terminator", "Time bandits" and "Twelve monkeys".

File time stamps represent a virtual form of time travel. The content of books, documents and
electronic files are snapshots recording aspects of history, and allow us to look back through
time. As technology progresses, looking back keeps getting more real every year.
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Sequence
Sequence is a concept that for most business purposes is
related to time.
It is said that Wells was inspired by the ideas of Charles Darwin in the
work "Origin of the Species", first published in 1859.

Charles Darwin believed in evolution, rather than just creation,
and like Carl von Linné's taxonomic work is useful for
understanding classification, Darwin's theories can be used for
exemplifying the relationship between sequence and time.
According to Wikipedia, human evolution over the last two
million years can be described as a sequence of four hominan
populations as shown in the simple figure below.
Charles Darwin
1
Homo
ergaster

2
Homo
antecessor/
mauritanicus

3
Homo
rhodesiensis

4
Homo
sapiens

The figure can be intuitively interpreted to mean that the four circles represent hominan
populations (species), and the arrows between them mean that there is a sequential
dependence from left to right.
If the four populations are ordered alphabetically, the result is shown in the figure below.
2
Homo
antecessor/
mauritanicus

1
Homo
ergaster

3
Homo
rhodesiensis

4
Homo
sapiens

In this new figure, the blue are just as valid as in the previous figure, but now they mean that
the name on the left of an arrow precedes to one on the right alphabetically and nothing more.
The new figure is confusing, because when discussing Darwin's theory of evolution, we are
accustomed to ordering the sequence by time, as in a family tree, and not alphabetically, like
in a phone book.

Mapping the sequence on time
The sequence is time based, yet it says nothing about real time. The following table shows how
the sequence relates to real time.
Seq#

1

2

3

4

Mya

2 - 1.4 (million years ago)

1.4 - 0.7

0.7 - 0.25

.25 - now

M.y.

0.6 (million years)

0.7

0.45

0.25

Homo ergaster

Homo antecessor/ mauritanicus

Homo rhodesiensis

H. sapiens

Spec.

The table shows the real time periods5 of how Homo sapiens evolved through the sequence of
three previous, consecutive hominan populations, with the width of the columns adjusted to
scale.
5

See the description in chapter 6.1 of where the data are taken from.
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Two other hominan populations,
Homo erectus and Homo
neandertalensis can also be
described as sequential evolutions
as shown in the three sequences on
the right, or combined in a graph as
shown below. Neither figure is very
complex, and illustrate the
simplicity of the sequence concept.

1A
Homo
ergaster

2A
Homo
antecessor/
mauritanicus

1B
Homo
ergaster

2B
Homo
erectus

1C

However, if the two other species,
Homo
the Homo erectus (1.6 - 0.07mya)
ergaster
and the Homo neanderthalensis
(0.5 - 0.03mya) and Homo are
brought into the time mapping
table (below), the picture is not so simple.
The table shows that a total
sequence of eight time periods (18) is needed for mapping all of
the three population sequences,
1-4A, 1-2B, and 1-4C on a
common sequence of consecutive
time periods.
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2C
Homo
antecessor/
mauritanicus

2A,C
Homo
antecessor/
mauritanicus

1A,B,C
Homo
ergaster

3A
Homo
rhodesiensis

4A
Homo
sapiens

3C
Homo
rhodesiensis

4C
Homo
neanderthalensis

3A,C
Homo
rhodesiensis

2B
Homo
erectus

The mapping is more complex because the
different populations span various combinations of
time periods, and the populations erectus and
neanderthalensis start before the extinction of the populations they evolved from.
S. #
Mya

Spc.

Spc.

Spc.

4A
Homo
sapiens

4C
Homo
neanderthalensis

1

2

3

4

5

6

2 - 1.6

1.6-1.4

1.4 - 0.7

0.7-0.5

0.5-0.25

.25-.07

78

1A

2A

3A

4A

Homo ergaster

Homo antecessor/ mauritanicus

Homo rhodesiensis

H. sapiens

1B

2B

Homo ergaster

Homo erectus

1C

2C

3C

4C

Homo ergaster

Homo antecessor/ mauritanicus

H. rhod.

H. neanderthalensis

In the sequence figures above, the two sequences for Homo sapiens and Homo
neanderthalensis are very similar. They both consist of four populations, of which the three
first are the same, as the graph/tree also shows. As sequences, they differ only in that the last
populations are distinct.
However, if time is taken into account, the Homo sapiens population differs from Homo
neanderthalensis in two significant respects. The first is that even though they both share the
same ancestors, Homo neanderthalensis started to walk the earth half a million years ago, and
Homo sapiens came along between two and three hundred thousand years later. The second
difference is smaller, but still the most significant from a sapiens point of view: The last Homo
neanderthalensis is believed to have died some 24.000 years ago, while Homo sapiens is the
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last hominan standing.
Other interesting facts shown in the table are that 1) Homo erectus outlived (in terms of period
length) all of the other hominans by a wide margin, and 2) the periods 7 and 8 are almost
insignificantly short. On the other hand 70,000 years is still a long time.
The point of all this is to show that sequences that can be mapped on time can be useful
simplifications, but the simplification usually loses some real time information that can be
significant.

Sequences that cannot be time-mapped
Some sequences cannot be mapped on time. This may be because they transcend time, or
simply because time has no bearing on them.

Examples that transcend time
Recurring sequences, such as a series of production steps, a computer program or a piece of
music. These sequences are designed to be mapped on time, but the mapping is a plan for
future events, that may or may not happen, may happen many times, may happen in different
versions etc.

Examples not time related
Pecking orders, such as those given by company organization charts or military ranks are also
sequences, but are generally not time related.

The sequence/succession rule
Succession is defined as "the act of following in sequence", and in an AINTscience file system,
succession criteria must be placed above time criteria. This is so because sequences are often
abstractions of time, and abstractions must always be above what they abstract from.
C2: Succession

"Succession is above time."

Sub-levels of time
Time class criteria can be divided into several sub-levels, such as Year, Month, Week, Day etc.
The rules of grouping, such as "..whole is above part.." are clearly applicable.

Types of time referencing
The main methods of referring to time are absolute and relative. Absolute references are e.g.
year numbers, months etc, while relative references are e.g. "tomorrow", "future", "old".
Technically, even absolute time references are relative to some zero reference, such as the
officially standardized birth of Christ. Therefore "absolute" time really refers to points in time
specified by a quantified period to a standard reference point, such as the year 1953 AD. (Or
alternatively CE for Common Era, while AD is short for Anno Domini, meaning "the year of
God" in Latin).
"Relative" references, however, are normally not relative to any fixed point in time, but to
some moving target known as "now", "today", "this week", "this year", or even "recently".

History
Files that are no longer current are often designated as such by moving them to a directory
called Old/, History/ or similar. It is important to handle these correctly, otherwise they may
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cause considerable problems.
In an AINTscience file system, it is not allowed to copy some whole directory tree recursively
(copying a whole tree or a part of a tree with sub-directories). There is no special rule for this,
but it breaks at least two general rules.
The first is the copy rule. Placing a copy in an AINTscience file system is a lethal sin, and
copying directories may have annoying consequences similar to termination of the universe or
even inconvenience. Don't place copies in an AINTscience file system.
The second is the sequence rule. Time is at the bottom of the sequence. If a part of a directory
that contains form, function or identity directories is moved and given a time-class label like
Old/ or History/, this means that time is placed above one or more of the other classes. And
that is politically incorrect, sufficient grounds for vile looks, and not AINTscience.
One may ask why this is so bad, and the answer is that breaking the sequence like this creates
ambiguities which make it impossible to say exactly where any file is. People will have to start
looking in more than one place, and may not find the right file, the right version, find more
than one file and wonder which is right and so on.
It is therefore important to separate the two functions of backup and archiving, and do
archiving correctly. The AINTscience way to do temporary archiving within the file system is to
create archive-directories (e.g. History/, Archive/ or Old/) within each directory where old files
should be retired, and then move, not copy, the files to the archive-directory. Note that only
files should be moved, not directories.
Much could also be said about backup and archiving, but won't for now since they ain't really
AINTscience's business, but only related topics.

3.12 More on AINTscience mnemonics
As described earlier, there are two mnemonics available for helping people remember the
sequence, and these are combined in the "NASTy WiDoWW".
1

Identity

Name

Who

2

Function

Action

Did

3

Form

Shape

What

4

Chronology

Time

When

There are two official
AINTscience instances of
NASTy WiDoWWs: Tina
and Belle.
They are both known for,
willfully and without
mercy, preying on
unsuspecting males by
enticing them to become
partners and then simply
relieving them of any
vital signs at leisure.
Tina is not as physically intimidating as Belle, the latter having disposed of at least fourteen
men, but on the other hand Tina must be given credit for her gruesome thoroughness in taking
care of the remains by digesting them personally, and also for being a species and not just a
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specimen. Both NASTy WiDoWWs are easy to remember, which is why they are AINTscience
officials.
Throughout history there has certainly been many more examples of NASTy WiDoWWs than
Tina and Belle, and as the keeper of ancient AINTscient truths and traditions this author feels
obligated to record and document any other such known creatures of similar or greater
notoriety and memorable qualities. Please submit your data on candidates to
nastywidow@aintscience.com and be sure to include your personal identity labels, so credit
can be given when credit is due. The aintscience.com website and possibly future editions of
this document will be updated when appropriate. Please note that, for legal or other reasons, it
may not be possible to publish descriptions and data about subjects that are still breathing or
recently did so.

Who Did What When?
Another way to remember the sequence by means of the
"Who did what when" label is to associate it with your
favorite crime detective. Personally, this author's preference
is Mr. Sherlock Holmes of 221B Baker Street in London a
little over a century ago.
This fictional consulting detective was knowledgeable,
persistent, methodical, thorough and obsessive with a keen
understanding of human psychology, and most often
couldn't care less about other people's views and opinions.
All of these being admirable qualities for AINTscience
administrators, Mr Holmes' is very suitable for memorably
illustrating AINTscience's sequence.

Who?
Identifying all possible culprits and determining who actually
did some objectionable deed is the classic theme of
detective stories. Sometimes this is the main question of
importance.
This closely parallels the question of identifying all possible
owners of a file and determining which owner is right by
process of elimination according to AINTscience rules.
As Sherlock Holmes said several times: "When all other
possibilities have been eliminated, whatever remains,
however improbable, must be the truth".

Did?
Many crime stories or mysteries hinge on what actually has happened. In Conan Doyle's 56
short stories and 4 novels about Sherlock Holmes, the mystery is often open-ended. It is not
even always clear that any crime has been committed, so determining what has actually
happened is almost as central as deciding who was involved. This makes Sherlock Holmes
stories more realistically unpredictable, varied and multi-faceted than most run-of-the-mill
crime fiction.
The AINTscience parallel is that second only to whom it may concern, what function or action a
file is for is what the AINTscience user must discover. What happened, what's going on?
Sherlock Holmes was obsessive about discovering precisely what had happened or even what
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was happening or going to happen. A man of action, "The game is afoot, Watson", is also
characteristic of Holmes.

What?
No other fictional detective has been as particular about discovering physical clues as Sherlock
Holmes. Apparently it took many years from Conan Doyle published his stories until the police
forces around the world started using as much of their resources on physical evidence as
Holmes did, if they ever have.
What physical or logical form a file has is the third criterion for finding or placing a file in an
AINTscience filesystem.
In 2002, the British Royal Society of Chemistry honored Sherlock Holmes with a Special
Honorary Fellowship for being the first detective to exploit chemical science as a means of
detection. Holmes was way ahead of his time in his obsession with the details of physical
evidence. If electronic files had existed in Victorian England, Holmes would indubitably have
been an unequivocal expert on all manner and formats of files and their characteristics and
suitability for the intended purposes.

When?
In most crime stories, time of death and alibis seem to be the primary concerns of the police
and other detectives. Holmes rarely cares about alibis, but is keenly aware of the importance
of timing his own actions. Holmes himself, of course, transcends time. Born January 6, 1854,
his exploits take place between 1878 and 1907, and a final case in 1914. However, Holmes is
as alive today as in the 1890s.
When was the file created or last updated, what time period does it concern, or what part of a
sequence does it belong to?
When did Holmes say: "Elementary, my dear Watson"? He never did, and he did not even use
the word "elementary" particularly often. In fact he favored the simplicity of the word "simple".
The question "when" is a simple question with simple answers, and that's why it fits in
AINTscience.
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3.13 The 12 most important rules of AINTscience
AINTscience's 12 most important rules
Rule name

Rule text

Ain't Simon

"AINTscience says: Do everything AINTscience says."

Copy right

"Never place a copy in AINTscience, and copy only from AINTscience."

Simplicity

"Things should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler."

Identity

"Identity is #1."

Function

"Function is #2."

Form

"Form is #3."

Chronology

"Chronology is #4."

Class

"#1 is not below #2 is not below #3 is not below #4, and never forget it."

Sub-level

"Divide and rule."

Grouping

"General is above special, whole is above part, and main is above branch."

I1: Politeness

"Externals rule internals."

Fu2: Theme

"Theme-likes are functions, or they ain't AINTscience's business."
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AINTscience creation and the war on error

This chapter is about creating and maintaining AINTscience. It is especially about labeling,
which is the act of good name creation for file directories and files. The chapter is useful for all
users, but is only an introduction to the topics. System administrators and directory owners
should also read the reference manual, where these topics are described in more detail.

4.1 Creation vs evolution
Creation of an AINTscience filesystem is a task reserved for the company's CEA (the Chief
Editor of AINTscience). There should only be one such person in a company, preferably a
systematic and diplomatic personality equipped with corporate omnipotence to be applied
when people don't want enlightenment or refuse to accept necessary compromise.
AINTscience file systems are built through a combination of C and E, which stand for Creation
and Evolution, and not Chicken and Egg. Unlike chicken and egg, religion and atheism, there is
no controversy and no battles: creation comes first, and evolution takes over.

Creation
If a company filesystem of business documents already exists, the
structure of the existing system should be analyzed and possibly
converted into a new system.
If no system exists, starting from scratch can be done by adapting a
standard template to the company's needs. A very simple template is
found in the reference manual.
The company CEA should appoint sub-editors responsible for the various
main directories, and engage these in the creation process.

Evolution

The egg

The evolution process starts immediately when the AINTscience
filesystem is up and running. It consists of two parts:
1. People will be using the filesystem to look for and find files and for placing new. Since
users are not allowed to create new directories, some directories will gradually grow
larger than others.
2. AINTscience editors regularly doing mAintenance (see below)
It is critical for the evolution of an AINTscience filesystem that the directory editors are
committed to the process and regularly do mAintenance. Without mAintenance, an
AINTscience filesystem will start to fill up with lots of files in some directories, and it will take
more and more time to find files in these directories.

Documentation scripture
Most people think that, ideally, documentation is unnecessary. This is because most people
don't like to read documentation, and even fewer people like to write it. However,
documentation is crucial to most complex systems, and a filesystem can be very complex.
The documentation itself doesn't have to be complex, though. A single page explaining the
main directories, particularly on the function level, is often enough. It can prevent a lot of
wasted effort.
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4.2 mAintenance
In the landscape of business file systems, allowing anyone to
create new directories and labels means arming everyone
with weapons of class destruction. This may sound appealing
if for example AINTscience's class rule is unacceptable, e.g.
for linguistic-ideological reasons, but the rest of us need to
wage a war on error. And you don't have to take any
president's word for it, there is compelling evidence of
errorism everywhere.
However, errorism is usually not organized and only becomes
a problem when a filesystem is left to grow unchecked.
Errorism is a bit like nature. It will gradually take over any
filesystem that is not properly mAintained, but it will not
attack suddenly or according to any plan.
The AINTscience way to fight errorism is regular
mAintenance. This task is reserved solely for the directory
editors (owners), who must strive to become wise and
learned in the serene logic of AINTscience.
mAintenance requires each editor to review her own
Sam Clemens aka Mark Twain
directories and look for problems, such as misunderstood
labels (directory names), directories with many files, and just plain sloppiness. The most
important chores are that some files will need moving, some directories will need better
names, and/or improved documentation, new directories will be needed, and some files should
be retired.
But even the classes and rules and wisdom of AINTscience
ain't enough. Errorism will foster ugly ambiguities,
redundancies, and inconsistencies, causing class
destruction and rampant directory anarchy if it is not
constantly held in check by employing the power of
precision labeling whenever mAintenance work is going
on.

4.3 Precision labeling
Imprecise labeling causes the collateral damage that
errorism feeds on, so "precision" is the name of the game.
The word "label" is actually the name of a name. An
AINTscience label is not really a regular name, though, but
rather a short, descriptive identification text that is affixed
to something. "Precision labeling" is a label for the kind of
labeling desired in an AINTscience file system.
The following quote and the picture of the Eiffel tower
illustrate the power of precision labeling:
"The difference between the almost right word and the
right word is really a large matter -- it's the difference
between the lightning bug and the lightning" - Samuel
Clemens aka Mark Twain. (Lightning bug = firefly)
On the other hand, this quote:

Lightning striking the Eiffel tower
in 1902. The lightning bug is in
comparison hard to discern in the
bushes in front of the tower.

"To get the right word in the right place is a rare achievement"
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is another of Mr Clemens' beautifully worded, keen observations.
When such a celebrated wordsmith recognized the difficulties, how are we mere literary
mortals to cope?
As always with AINTscience, the solution is to follow procedure, which for "precision labeling" is
a set of informal guidelines.

4.4 Guidelines for directory labeling
Labels must be chosen with care and should
●

be descriptive,

●

not depend on anything irrelevant,

●

be reasonably short,

●

not repeat information found elsewhere.

These guidelines are described in more detail in the reference manual, and there are also
guidelines for grammar and technical conventions.

4.5 Guidelines for precision file labeling
File label content
Some of the requirements for directory labels apply also to file labels, but it is not always a
good idea to think of file labels as just an extension of the directory labels above the files.
Many files get copied to other directories on local computers or sent to externals, and then file
labels that contain information about the content is much more useful than information free
labels that have been formed from more or less random characters and act only as identifiers.
Very often, information free labels have names that are so common that they conflict with the
labels of totally different files when placed in a different file system. This is bad because it
forces users to create new labels, often without having sufficient knowledge of the content.
Back in the stone age of personal computers (the 1980s), file names under MS-DOS were
restricted to eight characters, a dot, and a three character extension. This fostered crypticism
as an art form in a century that had recently abolished telegrams, Morse code and carbon
copies. Fortunately, file names can now be up to 255 characters long on most systems.
File names should therefore as a general rule be descriptive, and fairly long file names are not
a problem. In particular, in a well structured file system, most of the information in the
directory path of the file is relevant to the file content, and it is recommended that the most
important parts of this information is reflected in the file name.
File names should
●

be descriptive of the content of the files,

●

not depend on similes, analogies, metaphors or popular culture ideas,

●

not depend on irrelevant information, e.g. inside jokes or issues related to any person,

●

preferably repeat some of the more salient information found in the directory path, and

●

be succinct, blunt, direct and not flowery or formal, e.g. call a spade a "spade".

File label form
File names within any directory should preferably:
●

use the same conventions of capitalization (e.g. SalesAgreement/, Memo/, LogBook/)
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●

have no space characters (blanks), but use underscore (_) when a delimiter like a blank
is needed (like e.g. General_reference/)

●

only use the 26 English letters A-Z and a-z, the digits 0-9, underscores and hyphens.

Example
Acme_Subscription_Agreement_2007.pdf
This document may naturally be found under
Externals/Acme/Subscription/Agreement/2007,
and the name repeats most of this directory path. This makes sense because the file may be
sent to someone or copied to a local PC, and there may be other related files in the same
directory. Most often, though, filenames will not contain this much information about where the
files belong.

4.6 Words on the quality of words
In the last chapter (6), dubbed "Odds and ends" is an excerpt
from the play "Peer Gynt" by Henrik Ibsen. It is a story within
the story, told by Peer himself. It is recommended reading before
continuing here. It is only 30 lines, and is a good story that is
also useful. Click here to read it
In case you didn't read it anyway, the point of the story is: In
performing for an audience, technical perfection is less important
than audience perception. "Good quality" or "bad quality" is not
relevant, only right or wrong quality. This also applies to an
AINTscience filesystem. The concepts and the words chosen to fit
the concepts must be right for the audience. If they don't fit the
audience, the quality is wrong, and there is no way to get the
quality right without taking the audience into account.
"Good" or "bad" is not interesting when it comes to words, right
or wrong is.

4.7 Words of inspiration department

Henrik Ibsen, 1828-1906,
famous Norw egian
playw right.

The following are inspirational words to help in AINTscience creation and especially for the task
of finding the right words.

Word power
The pen is mightier than the sword, and sometimes less brutal.
The mouse-button is more important than the uniform button.
The keyboard holds more powers than the board of directors.

The game of the name
A lame name ain't game over if you name over.

And when you have had enough
"It is never too late to give up" - Nils-Fredrik Nielsen
"Never, never, never give up" - Winston Churchill
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Details

5.1 Content tailoring
The different classes are all concerned with the content of files in some way, but the bond
between content and class has different characteristics for each class. Form, for example only
has a weak connection to the content of files. Anything can be discussed in a report, and a
picture can depict anything visible or even invisible, like concepts. The figure below indicates
how specifically the different classes of directories usually are tailored to fit file content.

#2:
Strong
correlation

Function
Action
Sherlock

Did
Albert

#1:
Medium

Vitruvian man

Identity
Name
Who
Thomas

#3:
Form

Weak

Benjamin

Shape
What

#4:
Orville

Chronology

Minimal

Time

René

When
Leonardo

We see that the function class is most explicitly tailored to fit the content of files, meaning that
function directory names are more specific and generally more descriptive of the contents of
files than the other classes. Most files in any one particular directory can be expected to have
content that it is easy to relate to the function criteria of the directory.
Identity is less strongly linked to content. The content of files attributable to a specific identity
is indirectly linked to the identity through such aspects as what the identity does for a living,
and what the relationship is between the identity and the company owning the file system.
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Form can be considered to be weakly or loosely specified by content. Most form class criteria
are fairly unspecific about what the content is used for, concentrating on syntax rather than
semantics.
Finally, Chronology is virtually unrelated to content. It is not totally unrelated, because then
chronology would be useless as a class for ordering files, but it has the least correlation of the
four classes, which is a main reason why it is the last of the four classes.

Example
The file WM_ProdLog200842 is located in ACME's file system in the directory
Ops/

Production/

WhackMaster/

Logs/

2008/

42/

The identity Ops/Production/ indicate via the normal functions expected of this identity that
these files are about production - a medium specificity.
The function specification WhackMaster/ is quite specific, as a function usually is, indicating the
concrete and probably well defined product WhackMaster.
The form specification Logs/ is weakly specific, anything can be logged, but it indicates a
sequential report of actions or events.
The chronology specification 2008/42/ says absolutely nothing about what is in the files
beyond when the files were created. The creation date may be used to deduce something
about the content, but to do so requires combination with other information.

5.2 The sequence again
Since Function has stronger content correlation than Identity, one may ask why is Identity #1
in the sequence, and Function #2? The answer is that, in business, trading values is the name
of the game, and that means handling relations between identities. Identity has to be #1, just
like Function has to be #2, because Function is what produces the values traded. From then on
it's easy, because "Form follows function", and Chronology is a little like death and taxes. Even
though you can't avoid them, they're the last things you want to dwell on.
Some identity or other
acts to produce
a presentation, a report, or a picture,
then afterwards, it is history

5.3 Implicity
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin said that "A lie told often enough becomes truth".
This may be useful to some, but ultimately, when something is
repeated often enough, both lies and truths become noise, and noise
ain't very useful.
Therefore, when something is so clearly implied that it is obvious, this
may be used for simplification to reduce the noise. On the other hand,
one must keep in mind what Einstein said, and avoid too much
simplification.
Implicity

"Implicity is part of simplicity."
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Example of implicity
At the top level of any AINTscience file system directory structure there will usually be an Ext/directory which is the top directory for files related to all externals. The converse of externals
is internals, which could be shortened to Int/, or some abbreviation for the company name,
such as Acme/. However, having only one directory for everything outside the company and
another for everything inside is a waste of the top directory level. Therefore, either Ext/ or Int/
can be omitted, and will then be considered to be implied. Usually, Int/ is omitted and implied,
and so Int/Sales/ or Acme/Sales/ become just Sales/, and likewise for all the other department
directories.
If the files under Ext/ are accessed more than the internal files, it would make sense to omit
Ext/ instead, but usually, the internal files are used more by everyone except the sales
department.
This example shows how simplification can be achieved by omitting something that people
intuitively understand by implication, e.g. that the sales department is the company's own
sales department and not some other company's sales department, and likewise for the other
departments. Such simplification may seem obvious because it has to be based on something
that is intuitively obvious, but the way it is done can have considerable consequences, and
should be considered carefully.
Removing noise as in this example is usually the best way to use implicity.

5.4 The battle for ownership
Ownership is nearly as popular as eating. It's what wars are based on, and in other words
dangerous territory. Definition-wise, ownership is about legal rights to doing things with or to
whatever is owned.
In a business, everything the company owns is split between the various departments. The
interesting thing about internal ownership in a business context is that a lot of it is logical,
immaterial ownership, and not just ownership of concrete resources.

Examples of immaterial ownership
Tina
Tina is an ardent believer in one-night stands. She considers it her right to eat her suitor upon
termination of the mating ritual. And by making her a larger and more powerful spider than
the average male, nature has made her a de-facto owner of this immaterial right. Sometimes,
suitors have quick enough reflexes to temporarily revoke Tina's right, and may then return
later for another amorous encounter at the end of which Tina will again be eager to convert
her immaterial ownership into the more material, digestible. (This example may stretch the
scope of "immaterial" somewhat, but it's more fun than the next one)

ACME
In a somewhat similar manner, the various departments of ACME have the rights to perform
various different functions on behalf of the company. Accounts pay salaries, do books etc, and
to do so, they have been delegated the rights by the company. Consequently, they are the
owners of the information contents of files they produce, which is immaterial stuff.

File ownership
File ownership is a basic concept in AINTscience filesystems, because it determines where files
belong. Altogether, AINTscience has seven special rules concerning identities, and six of them
govern the battle for ownership. The politeness rule was described earlier, and says that
externals rule internals, meaning that a file concerning any named external belong somewhere
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under Ext/, regardless of any internal department involved. The other five are used to
determine where a file is or should be placed if there is more than one external contender, or
no external and more than one internal.

Owners rule
I3: Owners

"Owners rule borrowers."

Many processes may use the same files for some reason. A company letter template with the
company letterhead may be used by all departments for various purposes. It should only be
owned by one department, though, and that should be the department responsible for creating
it and updating it from time to time. The same goes for all documents, the owners rule, and
everybody else must go get the document in the same place when they need it.
The two owners rules (Owners and Shareholders) are applied after it has been decided
whether the files belong externally or internally, and only if there is more than one place.

Example
Mktg/Templates/Letters/
This is where the template with the company's letterhead is found, providing Marketing owns
it. It could also be another department, such as Legal/ or Adm/, but whoever owns it keeps it.

Shareholders rule
I4: Shareholders "Main owners rule part owners."
Sometimes there is more than one owner of some document. That could be a problem if they
can't decide who should be the main owner, but if there is a main owner, that is where the
document is stored and can be found.

Writers rule
I5: Writers

"Writers rule readers."

If there is no main owner, or more than one, the question of who wrote the document decides
where it goes.

Editors rule
I6: Editors

"Editors and main writers rule other writers."

If there is no main owner, or more than one, and there is also more than one writer, it
becomes a question of editors.

The last resort rule
I7: Last resort

"If all else fails, discriminate alphabetically."

Finally, if none of the above rules can be used to choose a directory from more than one that
fits, the directory that is alphabetically ahead of the others is the winner.

Example
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The file Axe_X_2008.pdf is a product description document. Politeness does not place it
externally, since it was not written for any specific customer. Therefore it is internal, where it is
used in marketing and sales.
It is a general company document produced in collaboration by marketing, sales and product
development. None have been given main ownership, so ownership gives three possibles.
Since they all wrote, writers does not decide, but if marketing was responsible for editing and
finalizing the document, that's where it goes.
Finally, if down to the last detail, none can claim main ownership, main writer, or being the
editor, Mktg/ wins over Sales/ and Prod/, but if product development's directory is named
Dev/, they win.
Clearly, this example is not typical, but it illustrates the rules, and how AINTscience can reveal
organizational problems. Organizations that need to depend on alphabetical discrimination
between departments to find files are not well organized. If employees in a company often
need to use the last resort rule, they should discuss it with their superiors. Tell them
AINTscience said so (not Simon).

5.5 Employees
People employed by a company are not sub-identities of the company. This is because people
are unstable elements that move around and may have many different and non-related
functions. The functions are the company's business, the people are not. People do make the
company tick, but they are energy, not operations. Business files should be focused on what is
done, not who does it.
On the other hand, employees do have identities, and all files that contain data related to
employees, such as CVs, employment contracts, performance evaluation etc should be in the
employee's file folder a.k.a. directory. Nothing else goes in these directories, just stuff about
each employee.
Such employee directories belong under Ext/, because employees are external identities.
To some people this is counter-intuitive, but it is very logical, and not hard to rationalize and
get used to.
Employees are externals because:
●

The company doesn't own them, i.e. they are not personally part of the business, and
that's what's in these files, it's personal.

●

They are by law independent identities that operate on their own. Even during working
hours, which is only about 20% of people's time, each employee is individually
responsible for her or his actions, and the company has only limited powers to control
such actions.

●

They can leave the company at any time by dying, going to a competitor, enlisting,
going sailing or for all kinds of reasons. When they leave, anything that is only recorded
in their minds is lost to the company. (Unless they can be revived, coaxed back,
persuaded to desert or go ashore, or somehow be brought back on-line.)

Any company should be very much aware that employees are externals, and treat files and
employees accordingly and with care. Both are critical resources, and getting more so every
year.

Example of employee file directory
Ext/Empl/Joe_Dane/
To the extent that data related to employees are common to all employees, like in a list of
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salary payments, such files naturally belong under e.g.
Acc/Salaries/
but any file that is specific to each employee, such as employment contract, work evaluations,
CVs, resignation letters etc belong in the employee's directory under Ext/. Sometimes it is
impractical for reasons of confidentiality to keep such files under Ext/. If they are placed
elsewhere for any reason, though, they should still
1) be considered to be part of Ext/ if they are part of AINTscience, and
2) only contain files or directories relevant for the employee personally, and not related to any
function the employee performs for the company.

5.6 Skip
Skip

"If it ain't useful, skip it."

The skipping rule exists to simplify things by allowing removal of that which serves no purpose.
As the word "skip" also implies, one may avoid creating the fruitless altogether by moving on
to more fertile land directly.
By this is meant that it is not necessary to create a full sequence of the four classes before
starting to place files. Any one, or even all three of the classes Function, Form and Chronology
may be skipped.
Of the four meta-criteria, only Identity is absolutely necessary, and even this may not exist if it
is implicit. (See Implicity in chapter 5.3). It is possible to have any number of directory-levels
in an AINTscience file system, and none of the meta-criteria have to be present in any branch
of the directory tree.
Skipping can be dangerous if the ground is slippery, so skip carefully.

Examples
Ext/ABC/Frying_Pans/
Ext/ABC/
The company ABC (American Blunts Company) is a supplier of blunt instruments. They have
specialized in heavy, well balanced frying pans with impact protection handles, but also deliver
some odd products, e.g. frozen legs of lamb (popularized by Roald Dahl).
Assuming the Frying_Pans-directory is the only sub-directory under ABC, a file
ABC_Odd_products.pdf, describing ABC's current odd products that are not frying pans would
have to be placed directly in Ext/ABC/. Since it is does not describe frying pans, it can't go in
the Ext/ABC/Frying_Pans/-directory, and that only leaves Ext/ABC/.
If this is for some reason an unsatisfactory solution, one may also create
Ext/ABC/Other/
as a catch-all for everything not frying-pans, but the directory "Other" is not very useful, and
is therefore a prime candidate for applying the skipping rule.

5.7 Overlap creates ambiguity
Overlap

"Overlap ain't good."
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Example
.../HRM/Recruiting/...
.../HRM/Personnel/...
These two directories are obviously overlapping, meaning that they could both contain subdirectories and files that concern recruiting personnel, and it is not obvious what goes where.
Having such overlapping directories is called ambiguous classification.
Determining how to remove the ambiguity may be difficult. The best procedure is to first to
decide on precisely what should go in each directory and how they should differ, and after that
is resolved, decide on labels that make it easy to understand what goes where.
Some instances of criteria only overlap sometimes, and those are the most treacherous,
because they make it more difficult for people to see problems coming.

Example (relationship oriented)
../Customers/...
../Potential_customers/...
The problem here is that any customer can also be a potential customer for other products so
where do you look for a company that has received a special offer if you don't know whether
the company is already a customer?
The recommended solution for this particular example is to avoid classifying external identities
by type altogether and treating them all as externals. A consequence of this solution is that the
directory tree can't be used to view all suppliers, all customers, all potentials etc. This is
acceptable, since the point of the classification is to make it quick and easy to find files and not
to build irrelevant functions into the directory tree. Alphabetically based groups of externals
are much easier to use than having to consider whether a company is a supplier, a customer, a
potential, a partner or a drinking buddy.

5.8 Combination
Combination

"Combinations ain't good either."

There are many ways of combining criteria, but it is usually better not to.

Example 1
.../sales2004/

should be

.../sales/2004/

sales2004/ may seem like a reasonable combination, but where does it go?
●

If there is a .../sales/ directory, that's where it goes, and then the first part is
redundant, which ain't good.

●

If there is no .../sales/, then everything belonging to the sales department or the sales
function is lumped with other stuff that is not sales related. This may be reasonable,
but if sales2004/ is introduced without a sales/, users looking for a file concerning e.g.
sales of 2005, or maybe something else from 2004 won't know where to look.

The correct way is to create .../sales/, and the subdirectory .../sales/2004/, even if there is
nothing else in .../sales/ . Like not taking action is a decision, emptiness can be useful. On the
other hand, if there is nothing else in sales, maybe 2004/ is redundant?

Example 2
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Ext/YeOldeComputers/Agreements/1985/

This example illustrates how combinations can be the cause of invalid criteria sequencing. It is
simpler to avoid combinations altogether. Hierarchies may become deeper without
combinations, but they are easier to create and to understand, and far less prone to becoming
ambiguous and muddled.

5.9 AINTscience's file finding procedure
Finding a file in an AINTscience file system is easy, and doesn't have to be taught. An
AINTscience file system is as simple as any other, and much more systematic than most.
Therefore, users looking for files will through normal use gradually get used to AINTscience,
and find files efficiently.
The following procedure is offered for those who want to understand what is going on when
AINTscience is used optimally. This can save some time doing unnecessary searching.

Start

Start at the top directory of the AINTscience file system
While any identity criteria at the current level fits the file do this:

1:Identity

While more than one identity criterion fits, (do) apply identity-rules
one by one to eliminate the wrong identities and find the one that rules
them all
Open the identity directory decided on and examine what's there
Continue to Function
While any functional criteria at the current level fits the file do this:

2: Function

Open the function directory that fits and examine what's there
Continue to Form
While any form criteria at the current level fits the file do this:

3: Form

Open the form directory decided on and examine what's there
Continue to Chronology
While any chronology criteria at the current level fits the file do this:

4: Chronology
End

Open the chronology directory decided on and examine what's there
If the file is here: "File found" else "File not found". Stop.

Note that the above procedure is written in a form closely resembling a computer program. If
this form is foreign or confusing to you, maybe the flow chart version below is better.
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5.10 Flow chart of file finding procedure
This figure is a flow chart view of the same procedure as described above.
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5.11 AINTscience's file placing procedure
Placing a file in an AINTscience file system is also simple, but there is no getting away from
that the rules of AINTscience must be followed. If they are not, files can easily end up in a
wrong place. The procedure below makes it easier to apply rules as needed.

Start

Start at the top of the AINTscience file system

1: Identity

While any identity criteria at the current level fits the file do this:
While more than one identity criterion fits, (do) apply identity-rules
one by one to eliminate the wrong identities and find the one that
rules them all
Open the identity directory decided on and examine what's there
Continue to Function
While any functional criteria at the current level fits the file do this:

2: Function

Open the function directory decided on and examine what's there
Continue to Form
While any form criteria at the current level fits the file do this:

3: Form

Open the form directory decided on and examine what's there
Continue to Chronology
While any chronology criteria at the current level fits the file do this:

4: Chronology
End

Open the chronology directory decided on
Place the file here
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5.12 ACME Ltd, selected directories
Acc/

Accounting/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Books/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Budgets/

Spreadsheets/, ...

Year

Quarter

Month

Finance/

<Form>

Year

Quarter

Month

Invoicing/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Payment/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Salaries/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

<Form>

<Chron>

Specs/

V1/

Corp/, HRM/, Legal/, Pur/, Sales/
Dev/

<Sub-Functions>

Sharp_n_Blunt/ AccuAxe/

SlimJoe/

V2000/
Reports/

V1/
V2000/

WhackMaster/

Specs/
Reports/

Ext/

Mktg/

New_Ideas/

Plans/

Current, History, Future

Cust/

A_G/

Crippen_H_H/, Gunnes_B/, ...

H_M/

Murder_Inc/, ...

N_Z/

Roylott_G/, Siegel_B/, ...

Gov/

HMRC/, Scotland_Yard/, ...

<Functions>

Other/

CIA/, Holmes_S/, MI6/, ...

Suppliers/

BASF/, Bayer,/ Estwing/, GlaxoSK/, Glock/, Ruger/,
SigSauer/, Stanley/, ...

<Fu>

<Fo>

Advertising/

<Sub-Functions>

<Quant. form>

<Format>

<Chron>

Brochures/

Current/

QuickFire/, ...

Year

<Chro>

History/

Ops/

PR/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Website/

<Sub-Functions>

<Form>

<Chron>

Transportation/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

Month

HW_Maintenance/

Schedules/, Logs/, ...

Year

Month

Production/

SlimJoe/

Schedules/, Logs/, ...

Year

Week

WhackMaster/

Schedules/, Logs/, ...

Year

Week

NoTraceVanish/

Orders,/ Reports/, ...

Year

Gangland/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

NaturalCauses/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

Other/

Orders/, Reports/, ...

Year

Services/
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5.13 List of all AINTscience's rules
All of AINTscience's 10 general and 13 special rules
Rule name

Rule text

Ain't Simon

"AINTscience says: Do everything AINTscience says."

Copy right

"Never place a copy in AINTscience, and copy only from AINTscience."

Simplicity

"Things should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler."

Identity

"Identity is #1."

Function

"Function is #2."

Form

"Form is #3."

Chronology

"Chronology is #4."

Class

"#1 is not below #2 is not below #3 is not below #4, and never forget it."

Sub-level

"Divide and rule."

Grouping

"General is above special, whole is above part, and main is above branch."

Implicity

"Implicity is part of simplicity."

Skip

"If it ain't useful, skip it."

Overlap

"Overlap ain't good."

Combination

"Combinations ain't good either."

I2: Politeness

"Externals rule internals."

I3: Owners

"Owners rule borrowers."

I4: Shareholders "Main owners rule part owners."
I5: Writers

"Writers rule readers."

I6: Editors

"Editors and main writers rule other writers."

I7: Last resort

"If all else fails, discriminate alphabetically."

FU2: Theme

"Theme-likes are functions, or they ain't AINTscience's business."

FO2: Format

"Abstract form is above adjective form is above format."

C2: Succession

"Succession is above time."
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Odds and ends

6.1 Hominan evolution
The figure on the right is copied from
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Evolution_of_Homo_sapiens, where its
origin is referenced as:
From: Genetic Analysis of Lice Supports
Direct Contact between Modern and
Archaic Humans Reed DL, Smith VS,
Hammond SL, Rogers AR, Clayton DH
PLoS Biology Vol. 2, No. 11, e340
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0020340
It shows "One current view of the
temporal and geographical distribution
of hominan populations. Other
interpretations differ mainly in the
taxonomy and geographical distribution
of hominan populations."
It is shown here as further background
for the discussion of time versus
sequence in #3.11.More on class 4:
Chronology
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6.2 Peer Gynt, act V
The following is a passage from the play Peer Gynt, act V. Peer Gynt was written as a rhyming
poem by the Norwegian author Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906). It is one of the major works of
Ibsen, who possessed a rare combination of insight and power of expression. Peer Gynt can
probably never be translated to English without losing some of the beauty of the combination
of ideas and Norwegian language that Ibsen put into it. The translation below doesn't rhyme,
and is not very good English, but it is fairly close to Ibsen's way of phrasing and the rhythm in
the Norwegian text.
In San Francisco, I dug for gold.
The city was teeming with traveling performers.
One could stroke the violin with his toes;
another could dance a Spanish folk dance on his knees;
and a third could, I heard, make rhymes
while in his skull a hole was drilled sideways through.
To the performers fair came also the Devil; to seek good fortune, like many other.
His trade was this: in a convincing manner,
to be able to squeal like a real live pig.
His personality attracted, though he was unknown.
The house was full and anticipation agog.
He stepped forth in a cloak of whirling cloth.
"man muss sich drapieren" as the German says.
But underneath the cloak, - what no-one knew, he had contrived how a pig to steal in.
And so the performance commenced.
The Devil pinched, and the pig intoned.
On the whole it was held as a fantasy
of swine existence, imprisoned and free; in closing a shriek, by the slaughterers stab, then the artist bowed humbly, and withdrew. The performance by experts was debated and judged;
the ambiance reprehended as well as acclaimed, some found the timber of the voice too weak;
others found the squeal of death too precocious;but everyone agreed: qua squeal
the performance was exceedingly overstated. You see, that was the Devil's reward for being dense
and not estimating his audience.
Click here to return to Words on quality
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6.3 Resources
Wikipedia (http://www.wikipedia.org/) is a great resource for getting started on many
subjects, like information architecture, taxonomies, ontologies, odontology, entomology, the
universe and nearly everything (at least closer to everything than any other single resource).
Wiktionary (http://www.wiktionary.org/) is a dictionary that is indispensable when looking for
good labels, especially for checking out synonyms and antonyms of label candidates.

6.4 Acknowledgements
Thanks to Øystein Gran-Larsen for reference to the nasty widow example of Belle Gunness.

6.5 Author
This document was written by Kjell Øystein Arisland, "http://www.arisland.com/". The
AINTscience concept, ideas and principles are the original work of the author.
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